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The City Museums Global Mapping Project,
What is a city museum today? How many city
museums are there in the world? What are their
approaches and tools?
Museum professionals across the world are
teaming up to promote a research survey and
develop a digital map that will help answer these
questions and help CAMOC paint a picture of
the evolution of city museums worldwide.
CAMOC AND COLLABORATORS
Beginning in 2019, CAMOC launched a special
project to develop a picture of the evolution of city
museums worldwide. Project partners include NTUE
(National Taipei University of Education), ICOMASPAC (Asia-Pacific Alliance), and ICOM-COMCOL
(International Committee for Collecting). Together, we
are working to identify and collect data about where
city museums are, what they are doing, and how they
see their role.
We are currently in the Year 2 of the project, which
has got a renewed support from ICOM SAREC.

METHODS AND GOALS
Since the turn of this century, city museums
worldwide have rethought their missions, forms, and
practices to become lively institutions, engaging with
their cities and tackling contemporary urban issues.
To understand these changes, and the diversity of
city museums, CAMOC developed a survey under
the scientific coordination of Prof. Francesca Lanz

* From the city museums survey
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(Politecnico di Milano and Manchester University), an
architect and researcher into city museums concepts
and contemporary trends.
We are seeking one survey response from as many
self-identified city museums as possible. The survey
questions derive from a literature review of research
on city museums to identify key concepts and terms
to terms to describe, differentiate and contextualise
city museums. The digital survey is collecting data to
compare the different kinds of premises, activities,
collections and exhibitions of city museums.
WHAT IS A CITY MUSEUM?
The survey includes a working definition constructed
to enable openness to debate, to embrace a diversity
of sizes and types of city museums, and to allow
inclusion and consideration of a range of institutions
that have the city as their core subject:

A city museum is a museum that
stands in the city, talks about the
city, and thinks through the city.
However diverse they may be in
their strategies, approaches or
models, city museums have the
city at the core of their interests
and activities. Their main aim
is to contribute to urban social
and cultural development
by engaging with different
communities, connecting people
and places, and fostering
knowledge and awareness about
their city’s pasts, presents and
futures.

Analysis of survey responses will clarify the terms
professionals use to talk about city museums, identify
the range of their sizes and scopes and the ways they
engage with their city and urban ideas.
Also, when someone completes a survey for a city
museum, we can put that museum on the online map.
More than a simple guide, this map can be both a
research tool and a network resource for identifying
and connecting with city museums worldwide.

Year 2

Stadtmuseen rund um die Welt 全球城市博物館 Cartografiado global de museos de ciudad Глобальная карта музеев
городов Cartografiado global de museos de ciudad 都市博物館グローバルマッピング・プロジェクトMapeamento
Global dos Museus de Cidade
Cartographie mondiale des musées de la ville

CITY MUSEUMS MAP

News on new map entries on CAMOC’s social media channels

THE WORK SO FAR
Until now, we have:
· Translated the survey into 10 languages available
anywhere in the world through FormStack
· Collected 160 responses from 4 continents
· Designed the project website, continuously
expanding it with growing number of mapped
museums

We are working on expanding the survey
to cover more regions and all sorts of city
museums, and we need your help!

The team is also beginning to analyse survey
responses to obtain initial data on the scope of
differences among city museums. We intend to
publish a volume of findings from the survey to
coincide with the CAMOC 2023 Conference.
You can aid our effort!
• Work at a city museum? Complete a survey (it
takes 30-45 minutes) and help put your museum
on the map
• Help us connect with city museums in your area:
share this project with your networks to help put
city museums in your part of the world on the
map

Historical Museum Frankfurt
Historisches Museum Frankfurt
Saalhof 1, 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

An example of a
museum profile on the
project website

The Historical Museum Frankfurt (HMF) is the modern

city museum of the Main River metropolis and one of
the largest city museums in Europe. This award-winning
museum is located in the heart of Frankfurt’s historic old

WHAT’S NEXT AND HOW CAN I HELP?
During 2022 we are expanding the online map of city
museums. When we present a project update at the
ICOM General Conference in Prague this August, we
want to have city museums of all sizes and locations
represented on the map.

• Volunteer to review entries for the website
With your help, we can discover and share how
rich and diverse city museums are.

CONNECT WITH US!
https://citymuseumsmapping.com
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SURVEY IN ENGLISH
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SURVEY IN CHINESE
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SURVEY IN GERMAN
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SURVEY IN SPANISH

7

SURVEY IN JAPANESE
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SURVEY IN FRENCH
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SURVEY IN ITALIAN
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SURVEY IN PORTUGUESE
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SURVEY IN RUSSIAN

12

SURVEY IN ARABIC
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Espoo City Museum
KAMU Espoon kaupunginmuseo

Historical Museum Frankfurt
Historisches Museum Frankfurt
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SPECIAL THANKS TO TRANSLATION CONTRIBUTORS:
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ICOM General Secretariat

CAMOC

15 rue Lasson
75012 Paris
France
Tel: +33 (0) 1 47 34 05 00http://
http://icom.museum

•

http://camoc.mini.icom.museum/

•

secretary.camoc.icom@gmail.com

•

https://www.facebook.com/museumsofcities

•

https://twitter.com/camoc_icom

•

https://www.instagram.com/insta_camoc/

•

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4592610/profile

City Museums Global Mapping Project
secretary.camoc.icom@gmail.com
+886 2 7756 3910 EXT. 109
No.309, Minsheng W. Rd, Datong Dist,
Taipei City 103, Taiwan (R.O.C)
https://citymuseums-mapping.com
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